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February 28, 2019 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

British Columbia Utilities Commission 
6th Floor 900 Howe Street 

' Vancouver, B .C. V6Z 2N3 

Attention: Patrick Wruck, Commission Secretary 
and Manager, Regulatory Support 

Dear Sirs/Mesdames: 

Telephone 604 688-0401 
Fax 604 688-2827 
Website www.owenbird.com 

Direct Line: 604 691-7557 

Direct Fax: 604 632-4482 

E-mail: cweafcr@owenbird.com 

Our File: 23 84 I /0204 

Re: FortisBC Energy Inc. ("FEI") Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
Application for the Inland Gas Upgrade Project ~ Project No. 1598988 

We are counsel to the Commercial Energy Consumers Association of British Columbia (the 
"CEC"). Attached please find the CEC's first set of Information Requests to FEI with respect to 
the above-noted matter. 

If you have any questions regarding the foregoing, please do not hesitate to contact the 
undersigned. 

Yours truly, 

0 EN B 

~pher 

CPW/jj 

cc: CEC 

LAW CORPORATION 

eafer 

cc: Fo1tisBC Energy Inc. 
cc: Registered Interveners 
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COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION  

OF BRITISH COLUMBIA (“CEC”) 

 

INTERVENER INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 1  

TO FORTISBC ENERGY INC. 

 

FortisBC Energy Inc. Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity Application 

for the Inland Gas Upgrade Project - Project No. 1598988  

February 28, 2019 

 

1. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 1 and page 17, page 16 and page 23 

 

 

1.1.1 CPCN for IGU Project 

The IGU Project is needed to mitigate the potential for rupture failure due to corrosion on 29 
tra nsmission pipeline latera ls on FEl's system that were constructed between 1957 and 1998, 
have a nominal pipe size (NPS) 6 or greater, operate as transm ission2 pipelines and are not 
capable of being in- line inspected (referred to in this Application as the 29 Transmission 
Laterals). FEI owns and operates approximately 3 thousand kilometres of transm ission pressure 
(TP) pipelines in the province of Brit ish Columbia. The 29 Transmission Laterals collectively 
make up approximately 41 O kilometres of pipe length. Because the 29 Transmission Laterals 
operate at transmiss ion operating stress levels, there is a potential that corros ion in these 
pipelines, if left undetected, could result in ru ptu re. FE l's current method of integrity verification 
for these latera ls, Modified Externa l Corrosion Direct Assessment (ECDA), will not detect active 
corros ion under circumstances found on FE l's system and therefore it is not an acceptable 
solution over the long term . As such, FEI is proposing alternate integrity management solutions 
tha t will mitigate the potentia l for rupture due to corrosion on the 29 Transm ission La terals. 
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Figure 3.1: OWrvle"-' or the Tl':im111I~ Ion Sy!:tem in Interior Bfltl'Sl'l Columbl3 
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7 In addition to the 29 Transmission Laterols within lhe scope of the Project. FEJ has one additional transmission 
lateral of NPS 6 °' greater within its system (part of its Coastal Transmission System) operating at a stress of 
above 30 percent SMYS that does not already have ILi capability. This lateral is planned to be addressed through 
a separate project. 

FEI firot arq:,loyed Ill technology in 1988 in "elected mainine "cgmcnb of the ITS. At Ihm 
time, ILi loo's provided rruch lower resolutioo data than is possible today and were available for 
only a limited range of pipe ine d iameters. Dy the early 2000>, higher resolution tool> were 
b,acoming 3\/ailabl,a and industry practic• had evol·,E<I such lh•t Ill was a widely-adopt,ad 
operating practice for transmission pipeline operators. FEI expanded irs Ill program during this 
period through a five-year program to retrofit its Coastal Transmission Systc;m mainline 
pIpel1110s tor Il l. I his retro1rt program and other supporting mtegnty management acbvI~es were 
referred to as the T ransmis>ion Pipeline Integrity Program (TPI P). 

In more recent ye~rs, and in aUgnmen1 with oth:;,r Canadian transmission pipeline operators. 
FEl's Ill practice has changed in thefollowin~ areas: 

• FEI hos aJuJJl~tl m~w u1 i111v1uvtt.l ILi l1:!c;h11ult,yil::'s lo tmhcancl:! caµcilJ lili~s Nilh lt!~JJe<.:l 
to imperfection detection and sizing; 

• ro has increased Ill frequency to provide increased statistic.al confidence in data 
;;naly~P.~; ~net 

FEI ha5 increased the num~er5 of pipelines subjec~ to IU , in part due to the 
commercialization of IU tools over an expanding range of pipeline d iameters, pipeline 

i.:onrllYu•~ liuns a1uJ o~rafo 1y µ,~~su•~~-
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1.1. What parameters did FortisBC Energy Inc. (“FEI”) use to scope the current project?  

Please discuss and explain why FEI does not intend to address the single remaining 

lateral in the current project. 

1.2. Are there other pipelines, regardless of size and operating stress, that FEI intends to 

provide with In-Line Inspection (“ILI”) in the future?   

1.2.1. If yes, could FEI generate cost efficiencies by incorporating any or all of the 

pipelines into the current project, or breaking the projects into geographic areas 

rather than using pipeline size and stress to identify the pipelines for remediation? 

Please explain and provide quantification if available.  

1.3. Has, or does, FEI expect to experience similar corrosion in other portions of its system? 

Please explain why or why not.  

1.3.1. If not, please explain what likely differentiates the Transmission Laterals in 

question (i.e. those that are experiencing corrosion and need upgrading) from 

other transmission lines in FEI’s service area that do not experience corrosion and 

require upgrading. 

1.3.2. If yes, please identify the areas in which FEI expects to see similar concerns.  

1.3.3. If yes, how and when does FEI expect to address similar concerns in other areas. 

1.3.4. If FEI is expecting to experience similar issues in significant portions of its 

remaining transmission pipelines, is the current CPCN application part of a larger 

overall project that is not yet before the Commission? Please explain. 

2. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 131 and FEI Long Term Gas Resource Plan page 186  

 

Transmission System Laterals In-Line Inspection (ILI) Capability 

FEI operates transmission pressure laterals across the province served from either FEI 

operated transmission systems, the Westcoast pipeline or TransCanada and ranging from 

several hundred meters to several tens of kilometres in length. A total of more than 400 km 

of these pipeline laterals are between NPS 6 and NPS 10 and currently are not configured to 

allow ILI tools to be used as part FEI’s pipeline integrity management programs. ILI 

9.3 LONG TERM RESOURCE PLAN 

The Project is included in FEl's most recently fi led long-term resource plan (L TRP)_ Referred to 
as the Transm ission System Latera ls In-Line Inspection Capability Project , the Project is 
described in section 6-4 of FE l's 20'17 Long Term Gas Resource Plan (L TGRP) filed with the 
BCUC on December 14, 2017_ At the time of fi ling the 2017 LTGRP, FEI was orig ina lly 
anticipating that the implementation of in-line inspection wou ld be the primary means to mitigate 
the potential for rupture associated with corrosion on the latera ls_ Through further exploration of 
alternatives available to FEI, several other alternatives have since proven to be more cost
effective, as discussed in deta il in Section 4 of this Application The Project rema ins cons istent 
with the 2017 L TGRP_ 
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technology is an effective tool for detecting and subsequently repairing pipeline corrosion 

and defects prior to leaking or rupture. FEI is currently investigating the cost and justification 

to install tool launching and receiving facilities and remove existing pipeline obstructions on 

up to thirty-one lateral pipeline segments. 

2.1. Did FEI assign quantification to the risk for any or all of the laterals? Please explain and 

provide quantification and overview of calculations. 

2.2. Please provide FEI’s definition of cost effectiveness as contemplated in the LTGRP for 

this project and how this was applied in this application.  

2.3. Did FEI have a cost threshold against which it judged a project would or would not be 

cost-effective?  Please explain.  

2.3.1. If no, how did FEI determine whether or not each individual project, and the 

project as a whole, was appropriately cost justified against the risk.  

2.4. Please quantify the number of areas of corroded pipeline on FEI’s system that have 

breached and realized the risk in question for each of the last 2 years. 

3. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 5 

 

3.1. Please provide a discussion of the urgency with which FEI believes the project must be 

undertaken and provide supporting evidence of the urgency to the extent it is available. 

3.2. Please discuss the potential consequences of a rupture.  

3.2.1. If the risk of a rupture would lead to a lack of service for a period of time, please 

project the number of customers that could be affected and the period for which 

they would be affected.  

3.3. If the risk is of a rupture is a hazard to public, please describe the hazards and quantify 

the number of such risks that would be projected to occur in the next 3 years. 

3.4. Please provide, and briefly summarize, a statistical risk assessment of the potential for a 

rupture due to corrosion on the 29 Transmission Laterals. 

3.5. Please provide a discussion of each of the risks including safety, reliability, 

environmental and regulatory consequence and provide quantification for the 

consequences. 

1.2.2 Project Justification 
Thi, ohjP.r.tivA o f thi, ProjP.r.t is to miligA1P. thP. 11o!P.nt iAI for lrlm~mission 11irP.l in ?. ruriturP. r1 11P. to 

corrosion on the 28 I ransmIssIon Laterals. I {upture ot a transm1ss1on pIpelcne could have 
significant safety, reliability, environmental and regulatory conseQuences and such an 
occu11e11cb! would I.Je unocceµl.:11.JI;, lo FEI, l11e µul>lic ,mu ils 1eyul.ilo1s . 
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3.6. Please explain when FEI determined that there was a potential for rupture failure due to 

corrosion on the 29 Transmission Laterals and that an IGU project was necessary. 

3.7. Did FEI engage a risk assessment professional to assess the extent of the risk? 

3.7.1. If yes, please provide the name of the professional and any reports that were 

provided. Please provide confidentially if necessary.  

3.7.2. If not, please explain why not. 

3.8. Please confirm that FEI engaged Dynamic Risk Assessment Systems Inc. to study the 

likelihood of failure and potential failure impact in its application for the Huntingdon 

Station bypass CPCN, which had a capital cost of $7.6 million and affected 600,000 

customers including multiple hospitals, emergency facilities, care homes, schools and 

public assembly facilities. 

4. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 5 

 

 

4.1. When ILI become a standardized method of detecting corrosion? What forms of 

inspection were used before ILI became standardized?  Please explain.  

r e l has a comprehensive Integrity Management Program (IMP) as requ're<I by the DC Oil and 
Gas Commission (BC OCC). As pert of the I Mr , FEl's CtJrrent strntegy for detecting. assessing 
t1rt1J 111onilo1in•J Uu: condition of its tnmsmi~:;;iori µiµel:nes 1tilit-s µ1i11mril>· 01 1 lh!::! roll<Jv..•iuy two 
m 1:l1 1od':i. 

1. In-Line Inspection (Ill) - This method includes Ille insertion of a data collection device 
(common~; and variously referred to as an Ill tool. smart tool or pig) inside an operating 
µ[µeline lo ol,l~~n indi1t"Cl rut! t-.1su1~111~:ml w1d loculium; or i111µe-1C!::!clio11s suc-h tis 111t"lt1I 
toss. de11ls, tilll.1 111 1:'!ciltilllCcll lltHllt:UJC U1~l may ucJV(:!IS!:!ly ulh:?Cl lh~ µ1µeL110, t:1UtJ 

:2. Mod1t1cd t xtcrna l Corrosion U1roct J\-;.s.c-:.smcnt {Mod1hcd ccur..; l h1-:. method 

nmpln\":'°• ~oovr: nmun'1 r.:rtthnrlic prntr:ciion J:t'":P) :",llr✓~Yf• nnd comino r:vRftmtion~. 
~IJP111Amfml~(I with int~r,rity dif)F. Whf,ffA ·w-;;rrant,;,id to AV.=3111i1h~ Ft~~g ~nndition 

Tl1!::! 29 Trt:111s111i~sivn Lultruls w t:1~ out <lt:Si'Jllt:d ttm.l t.'V1 1::;lruclt:d wilh Ill c.:~pubilili~s ttrK.I h~vt 
;..1U-sll ucl100-s lllt1l µ1~vtml U1e clt:ttl 1Jt)S'>t1ge ol ILi lools. H::.l 1-s tichv~ly mo111lo111UJ Oil:? 0011d1tlo11 
<..ll tllC':iC 2U I 1;:i11o;m 1<:.~10 11 L;;ill:i;;ilS lluuuyh rl tol111tcc.J l::.CU/\. 

r rt h~!=: i<tAntifiAc1 limilarion.!; of MortifiAd r cnA giwm lhA ocr..irrri=int~ of rhA rror..A~.!; {')f r;p 

shielding on i'.s pipeline system. Modified [ CDA will no: datect shes that may be experiencing 
active corrosion where CP shielding occurs. .l\s such, r el believes that the status quo is no 
longer acceptable over the long term. 

As corrosion is tha leading cause of transmission pipeline failures ,n British Columbia, Iha 
f'rojent is proposing seveml AlternAti\'f!S to The stAt 11s q110 rhAt will provir!P. for r.ontinuM sAffl 

ano reliable lon•J-term operabon of the ~~ I ransm1ss1• n Laterals. I he 1-'roiect, completed 
p rcmd ivdy ov<:1 H rna!-;m 1.1hh~ pl.11111i11u hrni✓on ;;11d i11 cow;ick 1alion o f llm fuasibilily :ind 
benefits of alternate int89riw managemen! strategies, demonstrates r c r s commitment 10 
cont inual improvement w1th1n its 1ntegnty management program, and ts an appropriate response 
to th~ pnienti11I for nirhmi f11il11 rf! ouf! to nnrrosioo 
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4.2. After ILI became standardized, how many laterals were constructed and how many were 

constructed with obstructions preventing the use of ILI? 

4.3. FEI states that it undertakes integrity digs where warranted. What are the conditions that 

result in FEI determining that an integrity dig is necessary? 

4.4. How did FEI determine that cathodic protection (“CP”) shielding is taking place?  Please 

explain. 

4.5. Is CP shielding a commonplace occurrence in gas pipelines, or should this be considered 

an unusual circumstance? Please provide the percentage on FEI’s system for which CP 

shielding is taking place. 

4.6. Is the CP shielding taking place along the full length of the pipelines or is it occurring in 

localized areas?  

4.6.1. If it is occurring in localized areas is FEI able to pinpoint where the CP shielding 

is occurring? Please explain and provide the locations of where the CP shielding 

is occurring if it is occurring in localized areas. 

4.7. How does FEI normally address CP shielding?  Can CP shielding be repaired and/or 

repaired?  Please explain.  

4.8. If there are means to reduce or repair CP shielding, please provide an overview of the 

costs of doing so.  

4.9. Please elaborate on how the presence of CP shielding prevents FEI from identifying 

corrosion.   

4.10. FEI states that Modified ECDA as the status quo is no longer acceptable ‘over the long 

term’.  Please discuss whether or not FEI could phase in the necessary changes over a 

longer period of time, and be coordinated with other activities such as when other factors 

impact the pipeline, in order to reduce costs.  

4.11. Is there a potential for FEI to experience operating savings as a result of the use of ILI, 

pressure regulating stations, pipeline replacement or any other aspect of the project?  

Please explain. 

4.11.1. If yes, please identify each savings opportunity and quantify the savings. 

4.11.2. If yes, please provide, with calculations, a quantitative analysis of the total 

potential operating savings over the lifetime of the project. 

5. Reference:  Let’s Talk Shielding 

http://www.canusacps.com/non_html/reference/WP_Oct2012_Shielding.pdf 

http://www.canusacps.com/non_html/reference/WP_Oct2012_Shielding.pdf
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5.1. The article by Robert Buchanan, Canusa-CPS, Canada discusses some aspects of CP 

shielding.  Please comment on the article, and in particular the statement that ‘All good 

field joint coating systems have the potential to shield the CP system because good 

coatings must be good insulators with high dielectric strength and should not allow CP 

current to pass’.  

5.2. What is causing the CP shielding on FEI’s system?  Please explain.  

6. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 15 
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6.1. Please explain if FEI is referring to a certain threshold level of corrosion, or if any 

corrosion at all represents a significant risk.  

6.1.1. If FEI is responding to a certain threshold of corrosion, please provide a 

discussion with quantification of how corrosion is measured over time and 

assessed as creating risk.   

6.2. Why does the Modified ECDA not detect sites that may be experiencing active 

corrosion?   

6.3. If the ECDA does not detect active corrosion, why has FEI used the Modified ECDA in 

these 29 Transmission Laterals?  Please discuss what can it be expected to detect and 

what it is used for by the utility. 

6.3.1. If the Modified ECDA is being used successfully in other areas, please explain 

why it is not successful in this area/situation. 

6.3.2. If it is not successfully used in other areas, please describe the steps that FEI has 

taken, or will be taking, to mitigate the risk with the other locations. 

7. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 18 
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7.1. FEI discusses ‘external’ corrosion on its system as the concern in this application.  Please 

provide an overview of any internal corrosion that FEI is aware of in the pipelines in 

question and discuss how FEI became aware of this corrosion. 

8. Reference:  https://www.capp.ca/publications-and-statistics/publications/322047 

8.1. The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers Best Management Practices provides 

the report ‘Mitigation of External Corrosion on Buried Carbon Steel Gas Pipeline 

Systems’ (July 2018) on its website at the above address.   

8.2. On page 4, the report indicates that external corrosion is ‘consistently ranked among the 

top 3 failure types’. Please verify this statement.  

9. Reference:  https://www.capp.ca/publications-and-statistics/publications/324144 

9.1. The Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers Best Management Practices provides 

the report ‘Mitigation of Internal Corrosion in Carbon Steel Gas Pipeline Systems’ 

(September 2018) on its website at the above address.  

9.2. Please briefly discuss the relevance of the report on mitigating internal corrosion to the 

current corrosion issues being addressed in this application. 

9.3. The CAPP report identifies internal corrosion as being the ‘ranked as the top failure 

type’. Please discuss whether or not external corrosion is equally significant in the types 

of failures experienced by pipelines in Canada.  

9.4. The CAPP report identifies two types of internal corrosion: pitting and top-of-the line 

corrosion. To the extent that FEI is also aware of internal corrosion, please describe the 

type of corrosion that FEI is experiencing.  

9.5. On pages 6 – 9, the CAPP report identifies various contributing factors (mechanisms and 

operations) to internal corrosion along with mitigation techniques for each.  What are the 

underlying causes and/or contributing factors to the internal corrosion that FEI is 

experiencing in these Transmission Laterals if it is experiencing internal corrosion, 

hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide, oxygen, bacteria etc. or other?  Please explain. 

9.5.1. Please confirm that for the type of contributing factor being responded to in this 

project, FEI conducts the mitigation practices identified in the report. 

9.5.2. If FEI does not apply the identified mitigation practices for the type of 

contributing factor(s), please explain why not.  

https://www.capp.ca/publications-and-statistics/publications/322047
https://www.capp.ca/publications-and-statistics/publications/324144
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10. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 18 

 

10.1. Please provide a map identifying the 90 integrity digs and the 72 instances of active 

corrosion. 

10.2. Are the 72 instances of active corrosion likely indicative of active corrosion along the full 

length of the Transmission Laterals, or are they indicative of corrosion at particular 

locations or segments of the pipelines such as junctures, specific environments, types of 

pipeline coating materials, etc.?  Please explain. 

10.3. How often, and according to what criteria, does FEI typically conduct integrity digs 

throughout its service territory? 
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11. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 20 

 

11.1. Please provide an estimate of the size of the ‘economic consequences and identify how 

they were calculated. 

11.2. Has FEI prioritized the Transmission Laterals relative to each other, or relative to other 

pipeline improvements in the FEI service territory?  Please explain.  

12. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 21 
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12.1. Does, or can, FEI reasonably assume that there is corrosion wherever it determines that 

there is CP shielding?  Please explain why or why not. 

13. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 21 

 

 

13.1. For how long has FEI been aware of corrosion on cathodically-protected pipe on its 

system and the limitations of Modified ECDA in detecting corrosion imperfections? 

13.2. Please confirm that FEI is currently compliant with all the BC OGC regulations. 

13.3. Please elaborate on the types of decisions that FEI is referring to in ‘proactive lifecycle 

asset management decisions’ and provide examples of how the data will be of assistance.   

14. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 22 and 23 
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14.1. Does the hazard group, included within the IMP-P, include internal corrosion as well as 

external corrosion?  Please explain. 

14.1.1. If not, how does FEI address internal corrosion in its integrity management 

program?  Please explain.  

15. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 23 

 

15.1. Was FEI an early adopter of ILI?  Please explain. 

15.2. Please describe how FEI utilized ILI in 1988 and the value of such use to FEI when the 

resolution data was lower than is available today.  

16. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 24 and https://www.innerspec.com/knowledge/emat-

faqs/ 

https://www.innerspec.com/knowledge/emat-faqs/
https://www.innerspec.com/knowledge/emat-faqs/
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16.1. Please provide a brief overview of the difference between FEI’s TIMC project and its 

current project.  

16.2. Innerspec, at the webpage noted above, provides an overview of EMAT technology and 

states that  

 ‘EMAT is a relatively new technique still unexplored by many potential users. EMAT transducers also 
require high power and specific electronic equipment that is not widely available. As industry discovers the 
advantages of EMAT its use will spread to an increasing number of applications’. 

To the extent that EMAT tools were available at this time, would they represent a 

potential alternative for consideration instead of the options currently under 

consideration in this application?  Please explain.  

16.2.1. If yes, did FEI consider working with the vendor to develop EMAT capability 

over this period of time?  Please explain.   
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17. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, pages 19 and page 25 
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17.1. Please confirm or otherwise explain that FEI has not been directed by the OCG to 

conduct any particular risk mitigation activities for the laterals in question.  

17.2. Under what circumstances does FEI expect that the OCG would direct FEI to conduct 

risk mitigation measures as proposed by FEI? 

18. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 18 and page 26 

 

 

18.1. Is it FEI’s contention that the transmission laterals are currently unsafe? 

18.1.1. If yes, would it be appropriate for FEI to take immediate action such as closing or 

reducing pressure on any or all of the laterals at this time to prevent a rupture? 

18.2. If no, at what point would FEI consider any or all of the transmission laterals as unsafe? 

Please elaborate and provide criteria for determining what conditions would render the 

pipelines to be considered unsafe and when such conditions would be likely to appear.  
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19. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 27 

 

19.1. Please confirm that there are independent companies, such as Balboa Oil and Gas 

Inspection and Maintenance Service (https://www.balboa-im.com/services), that offer 

non-destructive testing for difficult to inspect pipelines. 

19.2. Would it be possible for FEI to use a company such as the above (or others) to 

successfully conduct inspections?  

19.2.1. If no, please explain why not.  

19.2.2. If yes, did FEI consider outsourcing its pipeline inspection? Please explain why or 

why not.  

https://www.balboa-im.com/services
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20. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 39 

 

21. Reference:  Balboa Oil and Gas Inspection and Maintenance Service claims to offer 

Robotic Pipeline Inspection on their website (see URL https://www.balboa-

im.com/services) and claims to provide ‘internal pipeline inspections using state-of 

the-art tethered and robotic instruments’ (see URL https://www.balboa-

im.com/about-us) 

21.1. Please comment on whether or not FEI is referencing these services as being unavailable 

or if FEI is referring to other robotic inspection tools and service.  

21.1.1. If FEI is referring to different robotic inspections, please elaborate on the types of 

ROB that are not yet proven or commercially feasible.  

21.1.2. When does FEI expect that ROB could become proven and/or commercially 

available? Please provide a ballpark estimate. (i.e. 5 years, 1 decade, longer) 

21.1.3. If ROB were to be proven and commercially available in the next 5 years or the 

next decade, would FEI consider these services to be an appropriate option to 

pursue? Please explain why or why not.  

21.1.4. If yes, please provide FEI’s views as to how the benefits and costs of using ROB 

will likely compare to the benefits and costs of the ILI program if ROB becomes 

proven and commercially available in the next five years, and the next decade. 

21.1.5. If yes, please explain whether or not it could be worthwhile to postpone certain 

activities in order to employ robotic ILI in the near future.   

21.2. Has FEI considered using ROB technology in a sample test of cases in parallel with ILI 

technology to determine its potential efficacy?  Please explain. 

https://www.balboa-im.com/services
https://www.balboa-im.com/services
https://www.balboa-im.com/about-us
https://www.balboa-im.com/about-us
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22. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 30 and page 43  

 

22.1. Please provide a brief overview of the various alternatives, describing at a high level their 

general differences in the extent of ecological damage, impact on pipeline longevity, 

costs, benefits and/or other considerations that may or may not have been directly 

examined in the assessment of alternatives. 
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23. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 39 

  

 

23.1. Please elaborate on the types of impacts that would be experienced by customers for each 

lateral for which it was not considered feasible to provide PRS as an option. 

23.2. Could FEI support customers over the long term who may experience intermittent issues 

with other options such as Compressed Natural Gas? Please explain why or why not.  

23.3. What are FEI’s responsibilities to its interruptible customers, and how would this be 

impacted by reducing operating pressure? 
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23.4. Please identify on which laterals interruptible customers are present.  

24. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 46 and page 85 

 

 

24.1. Please explain why 60 years is considered simpler than 68 years.  
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25. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 44 and page 47 and Appendix A page  
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25.1. Please provide the expected remaining life for each lateral.  If the project affects the 

remaining life, please provide the remaining life both before and after the project. 

25.2. The CEC notes that the ratio of PV in Table 4-10 and costs ($ 2018) in Table 4-9 varies 

somewhat between the laterals.  For example, for the Castlegar Nelson lateral, the ratio of 

ILI PV ($54.2 million) to the ILI cost ($36 million) is approximately 1.51, whereas for 

the Cranbrook Lateral 168, the ratio of ILI PV (22.3 million) to ILI cost in 2018 $ ($10.6 

million) is 2.1.  Does the discrepancy in the ratios of the 2018 costs to the PV of the costs 

between the various laterals reflect the timing of the implementation, or is there some 

other reason? Please explain.  

25.3. Certain laterals such as the BC Forest Products Lateral have a short length (0.5 km) but a 

relatively high cost ($4.5 million) resulting in a higher cost per km.  Please discuss 

whether or not FEI could potentially find alternatives such as increased maintenance and 

inspection digs to reduce costs where the pipeline lengths are very short. 

26. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 69 and 70 
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26.1. Please elaborate on how the vintage of the pipeline affects the number of restrictive 

bends.  

26.2. Please provide Mr. Hollmann’s credentials.  

27. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, Appendix O, EOA Northern and Central BC Sub-Region, 

page 1 

 

27.1. Did FEI always select the next lowest cost option for the alternative option?  

27.1.1. If no, please provide the basis on which FEI provided its alternative option for the 

Environmental Assessment.  

28. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 70 and page 71 and page 75 and page 76 
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28.1. Please itemize and provide costs for all costs that will be conducted by third parties but 

will not be put out to tender. 

28.2. For any contracts of over $1 million that are not put out to tender, please explain why 

they will not be tendered.  

28.3. Please provide a description of FEI’s standard practices with regard to tendering.   
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29. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 78 

 

29.1. Please provide an overview of the wildlife that will be impacted, identifying any species 

at risk.  

29.2. Please provide an overview of the best practices that FEI will utilize to avoid impacts to 

wildlife during the project.  

29.3. Please provide an overview of the plant communities that are considered at risk and could 

be impacted by the project.  

30. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, page 78 

 

30.1. To the extent available, please briefly discuss and provide quantification for additional 

local employment to the extent available.  

30.2. Has the natural gas system had reliability issues in the affected laterals? Please explain 

and provide evidence of the reliability issues.  
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31. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, Appendix A page 17 
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31.1. Why does FEI not include Cariboo Pulp and Paper as an industrial customer in the 

number of customers on summary of the Cariboo Pulp Lateral 168 in the first table cited?  

31.2. Please elaborate on the costs included in the Post Project Incremental Sustainment capital 

and O&M, and why there were none included in the PLR option.   

32. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, Appendix A page 28 and Appendix I page 2 

 

32.1. Please confirm that the Net Present Value (“NPV”) includes Sustainment Capital as well 

as Project Capital costs.  

32.1.1. If not confirmed, please explain why not.  

32.2. Why did FEI utilize the NPV (50 years) of Capital, O&M and Retirement Cost instead of 

the 66 years used to calculate the PV of Incremental Revenue Requirement? 

32.3. Why did FEI rely on whole numbers for its financial scoring as opposed to simple ratios 

of one option to another, or just the NPVs? 
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32.4. The FEI financial scoring system compares options to each other, but does not value total 

cost against pipeline length, number of customers or other absolute cost assessment. 

Please comment.    

32.5. Does FEI typically rely on similar scoring when assessing projects? Please explain and 

identify any other financial scoring systems that FEI uses. 

32.5.1. If FEI uses other scoring options, please explain why FEI is using this scoring 

system for this project.  

33. Reference:  Exhibit B-1, Appendix A page 30 and page 31 

 

33.1. Are the 8,000 residents in the City of Castlegar connected to the Celgar Lateral 168? 

33.1.1. If yes, why are they not recorded in the Number of Customers recorded in the 

summary? 

33.1.2. If no, how would they be impacted by a leak or rupture? Please explain.  

 




